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Australian/New Zealand Standard. AS/NZS 999:1999. *Information and documentation – guidelines for the content, organization and presentation of indexes* *(PDF)*


Lindheimer, Elinor, and Alexandra Nickerson. [no date]. *A Guide to the evaluation of cookbook indexes*. [no place of publication]: Culinary Indexing Special Interest Group, American Society of Indexers

Mottram, Fiona. 2005. *Index to Chester Eagle's Hale and Farewell! An Evocation of Gippsland*. Melbourne: Australian and New Zealand Society of Indexers (2 copies)


(Includes Databases; Embedded Techniques; Locators; Naval and Military; Public Policy; Subheadings; Taxonomies and Thesauri; Technical Writing; Textbooks)


(Includes: Art; Biographies; Computer Manuals; Encyclopedias; Gardening/Horticulture; Philosophy; Theology; Web Sites)
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